I spoke to Lt. Jeff Lockhart this morning regarding a DMV registration issue I was having. I first
reached out via email and Jeff responded promptly with a phone number to contact him. I
explained my situation to him which was a little complicated. I really appreciate the
professionalism he displayed in working with me. I was given a contact number of a DMV select
location I wasn't aware of and some other very useful information. My issue will be resolved
today per the information Lt. Lockhart provided to me. I had been trying to resolve this issue for
3 weeks. Today it will finally be resolved. Thanks again. I'll finally be able to drive without
having to worry anymore. Best wishes. -Bob

My husband and I had a flat tire on Rt 7 bypass and the deputy stopped to assist us within 10
minutes of event.. He put out flares until help arrived and drove me home to Round Hill while
my husband stayed with the car.

Deputy Thomas and Deputy Presson were on their bikes, and stopped to talk to the group of kids
playing outside my home (my sons included.) The kids loved the attention and stickers. After the
officers left, the group played "crime" and had clipboards out for at least several hours, tracking
clues, i.e. one footprint. Thank you Officer Thomas and Officer Presson, for the time, attention
and good humor you brought to our yard. I appreciate your professionalism and charisma.

Deputy Gutshall was incredibly understanding, patient, and compassionate during a recent traffic
stop and represents your department very well as a law enforcement professional.

Good Morning,
I would like to reach out and thank one of your officers for responding to a false alarm call at our
home this morning. My daughter ran home from the neighbor's house to grab her math
homework and accidentally set off our alarm. Officer Rossetti responded in a matter of minutes,
and my daughter cautiously opened the door and explained to him what had happened. She had
used her quick thinking to FaceTime my husband from her iPad and he was able to explain to the
officer that it was an accident.
By the time our neighbor came to check on her, Officer Rossetti was leaving, and we were
unable to thank him in person. So I would like to commend him on his professionalism and calm
demeanor. My daughter had to tell all of her classmates and her teacher about her crazy morning
when she returned to her computer at the neighbor's house.

I thought the officer was very professional and polite as well. When he explained the problem I
could see that I had made a mistake. I am thankful that we do have good policeman like him to
help maintain the peace and tranquility of our neighborhoods.

Deputy Grant was awesome! My tractor had broken down and it was getting very dark and there
was a lot of traffic. Deputy Grant pulled over, acted very professionally, helped with traffic and
in general made for a much safer situation. He stayed with me, called a tow truck and did not
leave until the tow had secured my tractor and we drove off. I want to say thank you again for all
the assistance and I am glad I have the Sheriff's Department watching my back.

I was able to speak with DFC Presson after the Dulles South quarterly meeting on Oct 13 in
which I discussed an ongoing issue of speeding on this stretch of road. At his request, I emailed
him DFC Presson the details on the incidents, and within 24 hours DFC Presson advised me that
an electronic sign was placed on Riding Center Dr. I was so impressed by the quick action by
DFC Presson, in addition to his kindness and professionalism in taking my issue seriously. My
deepest appreciation to DFC Presson

Our friend was having one of those days when nothing was going right. He accidentally left his
wallet on top of his car and drove off to rush back to work after running home for some more
supplies. Deputy T Bradley received a call that "someone just threw a load of cash out of their
car on Route 7!" Deputy Bradley walked the busy highway several times to pick up all of the
cash our friend had made, as well as his license and credit cards. Deputy Bradley found his
current address and came to deliver the lost content and was so respectful with us all. He was
very professional and kind and we are so grateful for him and his demeanor. Thank you Deputy
Bradley!

